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Featured Application: Tooth score morphology characterization through the use of landmarks
and semilandmarks may be used to discern which species or carnivore groups modified
bone assemblages.

Abstract: Taphonomic studies aim to identify the modifying agents that intervene in bone assem-
blages found at archaeopaleontological sites. Carnivores may modify, accumulate, or scavenge
skeletal parts inflicting tooth marks, including scores, on the cortical surface. Several works have
studied tooth score morphology to discern which carnivore group modified the bone assemblages,
achieving different results. In the present study, different methods based on the use of landmarks
and semilandmarks have been tested to describe and analyze the score profile cross-sections of
spotted and brown hyenas, leopards, and lions. According to our results, the already published
seven-landmark method is useful in order to differentiate between carnivore species from different
families (e.g., felids and hyenids). Meanwhile, felid species (e.g., leopards and lions) cannot be
consistently distinguished using any of the methods tested here. In contrast, hyenid species can be
morphologically differentiated. On the other hand, the use of semilandmarks does not generally
improve morphological characterization and distinction, but low numbers of landmarks and the inclu-
sion of the score’s deepest point might provide the best results when semi-automatic semilandmark
models are preferred to avoid sampling biases.

Keywords: geometric morphometrics; tooth scores; taphonomy; semilandmarks; carnivores

1. Introduction

Carnivore action on bone assemblages is difficult to differentiate due to equifinality.
Different carnivore species may produce similar bone damage, impeding, in some cases, an
accurate taxonomic characterization of the taphonomic agents intervening in archaeopa-
leontological sites. Furthermore, archaeopaleontological sites are usually described as
palimpsests, which implies that several taphonomic agents (e.g., humans, carnivores, etc.)
may have modified those bone assemblages. A suitable description of the taphonomic
agents involved in the bone modification of archaeopaleontological sites is crucial to formu-
lating hypotheses on hominin-carnivore interactions, hominin subsistence patterns, or site
formation processes [1–7]. On this basis, much neotaphonomic research has been conducted
in order to find variables that would not only allow the identification of modifying agents in
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the fossil record (i.e., humans or carnivores), but also the specification of carnivore groups
and taxa based on the bone surface modifications they generate [8–11].

For instance, tooth mark dimensions have been analysed by several authors to sta-
tistically differentiate the pits and scores produced by different carnivore species [12–16].
Pits have been described as circular depressions, while tooth scores are elongated marks
characterized by U-shaped cross-sections [1,17]. Both width and length have been recorded
on bones modified by different carnivores (e.g., felids, hyenids, canids, ursids, etc), while
considering bone region (e.g., epiphysis versus long bone shaft). For instance, pit and score
dimensions have been used to discuss the accumulating agent of bone assemblages from
Olduvai Gorge (Tanzania) or Sima de los Huesos (Spain) [12–14]. The analyses of tooth
mark dimensions from the FLK Zinj site (Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania) showed that both felids
and hyenids modified the bone assemblage [12]. Cut and percussion marks produced by
hominins were also recorded on the FLK Zinj bone assemblage [3,7]. According to the
analyses and results obtained, it has been argued that hyenas were the last modifying
agent of the ungulate carcasses from the FLK Zinj [12]. Thus, either hyenas may have
scavenged ungulate carcasses that were first defleshed by hominins and felids, or hyenas
may have just consumed the marrow of bones first scavenged by hominins after a primary
consumption by felids [12]. These results imply that early hominins from Olduvai Gorge
were not the first taphonomic agents in the consumption change [12]. Further research has
demonstrated that carnivore body mass and the location of the tooth mark, i.e., on the epi-
physis or diaphysis, determines tooth mark dimensions [15], so that tooth marks inflicted
on long bone shafts by small and large carnivores are statistically differentiable [14–16].
However, both pit and score dimensions overlap among different carnivore taxa. That
means that while carnivore size could be inferred from tooth mark dimensions, this same
variable cannot be used to determine carnivore taxa. Thus, felid and hyenid species could
not be differentiated. These results could not support the three-stage model hypothesis
(carnivore-hominin-carnivore) for the FLK Zinj bone assemblage [14].

On the other hand, tooth mark frequency or the number of tooth marks inflicted by
bone have been also explored in order to determine agency in bone assemblages, and thus,
overcome the equifinality biases that tooth mark size could not totally solve. The extent
of bone modification depends on the type of carnivore involved at the site. It has been
argued that felids modify skeletal body parts less intensively than hyenas [2,12]. Further
research showed that a low tooth mark frequency on long bone shafts may be produced by
a primary access of felids to animal carcasses, or by a secondary hyenid access [18]. Thus,
in multi-agent scenarios such as archaeopaleontological sites where several taphonomic
agents may modify skeletal parts, tooth mark frequency also shows equifinality problems.

Recently, new methodological approaches combining geometric morphometric (GM)
analyses and virtual reconstructions of tooth marks have improved carnivore taxa iden-
tification [19–23]. The examination of tooth mark morphology along with tooth mark
dimensions showed promising results regarding the differentiation of carnivore groups.
Despite the valuable methodological progress presented by Yravedra et al. [19], concerning
the morphological registration and study of carnivore tooth scores, we believe that the
lack of specificity regarding the selection of the score cross-section (most characteristic
U-shape section within the 30–70% mark length) could cause biases during data collection,
not only in relation to the observer’s own objectivity, but also to the potential intra-specific
morphological variation along the score profile. Therefore, we consider it necessary to
assess this method in a more detailed manner. For that purpose, in the present study,
we evaluate the original, as well as novel landmark-based models, to explore felid and
hyenid tooth score morphology at different points along the length of scores, with the aim
of proposing some methodological recommendations for future research in this line.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample

The sample employed in the present study (Table 1) includes tooth scores generated
by spotted (Crocuta crocuta) and brown hyenas (Parahyena brunnea), lions (Panthera leo),
and leopards (Panthera pardus) (Figures S1–S4). The sample created by spotted hyenas [24]
and lions [25] was collected from adult equid long bones consumed at the Cabárceno
Nature Park in Cantabria (Spain), where carnivores live in captivity. The leopard and
brown hyena sample stems from modern carnivore dens housed at the Ditsong Museum
in Pretoria (see [26,27]) that were previously studied by Brain [2]. Preferably, tooth marks
from ungulate long bone shafts were selected, although also a small amount of baboon
long bones modified by leopards was included to increase sample size considering the lack
of significant differences between the ungulate and baboon sample previously documented
by Arriaza et al. [26].

Table 1. Tooth score sample used in this study.

Carnivore N Prey Area Status

Leopard 28 Adult ungulates & baboons Kruger National Park (South Africa) wild
Lion 42 Adult horses Cabárceno (Spain) captive

Brown hyena 45 Adult ungulates Kalahari National Park (South Africa) wild
Spotted hyena 34 Adult horses Cabárceno (Spain) captive

Tooth marks, including scores, were re-examined by at least one of the co-authors of the
present study—either M.C.A. or J.A.—with the aid of a 20× hand lens. Then, conspicuous
scores were selected for digitization according to their location on long bone shafts and their
preservation. The 3D models were already generated for previous publications [19,26,27]
using photogrammetric methods, as described in Yravedra et al. [19], that are capable
of extracting information on the geometric properties of an object based on the capture
of several images. Between 13 and 16 pictures were taken with the aid of a Canon EOS
700D reflex camera, with 60 mm macro lenses for each score, depending on the geometry
of the bone and the shape of the mark. For image data capture, specimens were placed
on a photographic table with the lighting adjusted to keep the bone permanently well
illuminated next to a millimetric scale; the focus and brightness parameters were adjusted
at the beginning of the process to remain constant; and a tripod was used to stabilize the
camera during the entire process.

Once the photographs had been taken, they were processed using the photogrammetric
reconstruction software GRAPHOS (inteGRAted PHOtogrammetric Suite) [28] to generate
a 3D model for each mark. This software includes self-camera calibration, so it allows for
the estimation of the internal camera parameters, including lens distortion. In particular,
the Fraser calibration model [29] was used, which includes 12 parameters: focal length (f),
principal point (x0, y0), principal point offsets (x1, y1), radial lens distortion (k1, k2, k3), and
decentering distortion (p1, p2), scaling, and affinity factors. The generation of the precise
metrical models of each score took 30–45 min depending on the final number of photos.
Subsequently, the Global Mapper software was used to define and measure 2D cross-
sectional mark profiles. Alongside cross-sections at the mid-length of each score, profiles
at 65% and 35% were taken to assess the statements made by Yravedra et al. and Maté-
González et al. [19,30] that sections between 30% and 70% of the mark length are equally
representative and valid for morphometric studies. Additionally, cross-sectional profiles
were also taken at the portion where the typical score U-shape was most conspicuous, as
this section has been commonly selected for previous studies [19].
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2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Geometric Morphometrics

The GM tool kit was used to characterize and analyze the carnivore tooth scores on
the basis of the extracted cross-sections. GM is a method based on the use of landmarks
(homologous points across specimens) that contain morphological information in the form
of Cartesian coordinates [31–34] and that enable the study of shape and form (shape and
size) variance and co-variance [35–37]. While shape can be studied after standardization
procedures that remove the effects in the orientation, location, and size of the elements
under study, form requires the omission of the scaling step, so that size (or centroid size
as it is commonly known in GM) can be considered alongside shape. In addition to
landmarks, semilandmarks have been introduced in GM studies to register areas that lack
clear homologous points [32,38], long curves, or surfaces. The use of semilandmarks has
thus allowed the detailed quantification of 2D and 3D geometries. In order to be able to
combine semilandmarks with fixed landmarks, semilandmarks need to be transformed
into homologous points through the application of sliding algorithms [39] by ensuring the
correspondence of the semilandmarks and the avoidance of arbitrary location. The process
of sliding semilandmarks aims to minimize shape differences between each slid specimen
(targets) and the template (usually a mean shape) through the repetitive sliding of all the
semilandmarks at the same time. The application of this technique based on the Thin-Plate-
Spline (TPS) formalism accounts for local shape deformation using a mathematical model
that interpolates the space found between two sets of homologous landmarks as smoothly
as possible [38].

Landmarking procedures were performed using an automated procedure programmed
in the R programming language [40,41], while sliding was performed using functions from
the geomorph R library [42]. First, 7 2D fixed landmarks were collected for each score cross-
section following the guidelines established in Maté-González et al. [30] and Yravedra
et al. [19] (Figure 1). Additionally, we tested the use of semilandmarks to characterize score
cross-sections at 50% of the total length and at the most conspicuous U-shaped score profile
by generating different models (Figure 1) that included; 10 (Figure 1b), 25 (Figure 1c), and
50 (Figure 1d) 2D semilandmarks slid along a single curve; and 10 (Figure 1e), 20 (Figure 1f),
and 30 (Figure 1g) semilandmarks slid along 2 curves defined by the lateral limits on the
score cross-section and its deepest point, meaning the latter models include three additional
fixed landmarks. Landmarking was performed by two authors (M.C.A. and J.A.) in dif-
ferent sessions and interchanging the carnivore groups. This allowed the analysis of inter
and intra-observer error, as in previous studies [20,22], by assessing the significance of the
differences observed between the landmark configurations obtained from the same dataset,
using multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs). The confirmation of the method
replicability, based on the obtention of non-significant differences (p > 0.05) between the
carnivore group means (e.g., the lion sample landmarked by M.C.A. versus the lion sample
landmarked by J.A.), opened the way for the performance of the present study.
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(a) corresponds to the 7-landmark model; (b) to the 10 semilandmark-model slid on a single curve; 
(c) to the 25 semilandmark-model slid on a single curve; (d) to the 50 semilandmark-model slid on 
a single curve; (e) to the 10 semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points; 
(f) to the 20 semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points; and (g) to the 30 
semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points. 

The analysis of landmark configurations requires the use of a previous standardiza-
tion method, such as general Procrustes analysis (GPA), a technique that normalizes the 
morphological information by translating, rotating, and scaling the landmark configura-
tions. This step is usually followed by dimensionality reduction techniques such as the 
one provided by principal component analyses (PCA), which also enables the observation 
of the sample variance distribution space and the visualization of the changes in shape 
and form (excluding the scaling process) with the aid of transformation grids, which min-
imize the bending between specimens to express changes in the relative position of points 
along the outline [43]. These steps were also conducted in R using the functions included 
in the geomorph [42] and GraphGMM [44] R libraries. The extraction of principal compo-
nents (PC) can then be used to conduct further statistical analyses. Differences in size 
among the carnivore tooth pits were visualized with the help of the boxplot function [45]. 
Intraspecific morphological variance based on different score cross-sections was assessed 
on the Procrustes distances calculated between specimens in shape and form space using 
density plots from ggplot2 R library [46]. 

2.2.2. Elliptic Fourier Analysis 
After normalization procedures, cross-sections characterized using the semi-

landmark models were also analyzed using a Fourier Analysis (FA) approach computed 
in R [47,48]. Fourier series are used to describe shapes by decomposing a periodic function 
into a sum of simpler trigonometric functions, weighted with harmonic coefficients. 
Among FA approaches, Elliptic Fourier Analysis (EFA) is based on a series of linearly 
transformed circular coordinates [49–51]. EFA approaches, in comparison with other 

Figure 1. Landmark and semilandmark models created for the present study on an example of a
leopard score cross-sectional profile, where fixed landmarks are red and semilandmarks are white.
(a) corresponds to the 7-landmark model; (b) to the 10 semilandmark-model slid on a single curve;
(c) to the 25 semilandmark-model slid on a single curve; (d) to the 50 semilandmark-model slid on
a single curve; (e) to the 10 semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points;
(f) to the 20 semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points; and (g) to the
30 semilandmark-model slid on two curves defined by three fixed points.

The analysis of landmark configurations requires the use of a previous standardiza-
tion method, such as general Procrustes analysis (GPA), a technique that normalizes the
morphological information by translating, rotating, and scaling the landmark configura-
tions. This step is usually followed by dimensionality reduction techniques such as the one
provided by principal component analyses (PCA), which also enables the observation of
the sample variance distribution space and the visualization of the changes in shape and
form (excluding the scaling process) with the aid of transformation grids, which minimize
the bending between specimens to express changes in the relative position of points along
the outline [43]. These steps were also conducted in R using the functions included in
the geomorph [42] and GraphGMM [44] R libraries. The extraction of principal components
(PC) can then be used to conduct further statistical analyses. Differences in size among the
carnivore tooth pits were visualized with the help of the boxplot function [45]. Intraspe-
cific morphological variance based on different score cross-sections was assessed on the
Procrustes distances calculated between specimens in shape and form space using density
plots from ggplot2 R library [46].

2.2.2. Elliptic Fourier Analysis

After normalization procedures, cross-sections characterized using the semilandmark
models were also analyzed using a Fourier Analysis (FA) approach computed in R [47,48].
Fourier series are used to describe shapes by decomposing a periodic function into a
sum of simpler trigonometric functions, weighted with harmonic coefficients. Among FA
approaches, Elliptic Fourier Analysis (EFA) is based on a series of linearly transformed
circular coordinates [49–51]. EFA approaches, in comparison with other Fourier descriptors
of morphology, are the most robust to irregularities along the outline, as they do not require
equally spaced points.
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Elliptic Fourier coefficients are divided into four; coefficients a and b—equivalent to
the trigonometric moments around x coordinate values –, and coefficients c and d, which
define the y coordinate projection from circular to linear space [49–51]. Depending on the
number of harmonics (n) used to describe the Fourier series, the Fourier coefficients—an,
bn, cn, and dn—can then be subjected to multivariate statistical analyses to empirically
define each outline. The optimal number of harmonics was calculated by estimating the
cumulative power for each harmonic, and selecting those that represent over 95% of the
morphological variation. Coefficients can then be directly subject to PCA for the analysis of
form, while the analysis of shape requires cancelling out coefficients a1, b1, and c1 so as
to normalize the data [52], eliminating any remaining influence that size or rotation may
have on subsequent analyses. Then, PCAs were conducted on the normalized data for
dimensionality reduction purposes and to visualize sample variance with the aid of TPS
transformation grids.

2.2.3. Multivariate Statistics and Machine Learning

A selection of principal component (PC) scores obtained after PCA that in sum repre-
sent up to 95% of the total variance were used to account for morphological differentiation
between carnivore species, based on the tooth scores they generate. The power of dis-
crimination between the different groups and predictions on tooth score classification was
explored using Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVA), Machine Learning (ML)
models, and Neural Networks (NN).

First, Shapiro tests were performed to evaluate sample distributions [53]; the certi-
fication of non-Gaussian distributions in our samples led to the use of robust statistical
methods [54,55], such as Wilk’s Lambda test statistic for MANOVA [56]. A p-value thresh-
old of 0.003 was adopted for defining statistical significance, as it provides a lower risk
of being a false positive (4.5% risk of being Type I error) in comparison to the usually
adopted 0.05 threshold (28.9% risk of being a Type I error) [54]. The R libraries stats and
RVAideMemoire [57] were used to perform these tests.

On the other hand, ML models and NN were trained by dividing the sample into
a training (70% of the sample) and testing set (the remaining 30% of the sample) that is
used for model evaluation. Among the ML models tested for the present study, usually
the most efficient ones are based on the use of CART Trees (classification and regression
trees), gradient boosted machines (GBM), and support vector machines (SVM). A recursive
partitioning of data using k-fold cross-validation (k = 10) was performed, so that the models
could adjust their weights and internal parameters using training and validation sets.

Trees offer comprehensible and robust techniques based on a recursive partitioning of
the data. Tree models are characterized by a scheme made upon bifurcations defined by a
series of variables, which ultimately end up in terminal nodes as the result of classification.
Models based on trees allow tuning several parameters to enhance prediction performance
(e.g., the number of trees, the depth of trees, the number of variables per split, the number
of terminal nodes, etc.). The tree-based algorithms used in the present study can be found
in the party [58] and caret [59] R libraries.

GBM algorithms also provide solutions based on the building of trees. In this case, the
algorithm creates an ensemble of trees that successively learn from the preceding one, thus
improving previous results. The large computational effort demanded by such algorithms
can be slightly controlled by altering the learning rate into the direction of the minimum
error. The general idea of gradient descent is to tweak parameters iteratively in order to
minimize a cost function. For that purpose, a hyperparameter grid was built with up with
200 trees (iterations), with depths from 4 to 14, and between 5 and 50 splits (border count),
a learning rate from 0.01 to 0.5, and a cost function between 0.1 and 5, additionally using
L2 regularization. Attempts to avoid overfitting were carried out using cross-validation
methods. Several functions included in the caret [59] library were implemented.

SVMs are flexible models that use a kernel-trick to adjust for parametric components,
such as linearity, allowing the construction of non-linear decision boundaries, in addition
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to soft maximized-margins that help to avoid the overfitting of the training data. For this
study, SVM with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) was used [60]. For the selection of each
SVM’s optimal cost (c) and gamma (γ) hyperparameters, Bayesian Optimization Algo-
rithms (BOAs) were employed [61–63]. BOA was adjusted using a random optimization
algorithm to define the prior distribution for hyperparameter selection [63], followed by
an Expected Improvement (EI) BOA algorithm for 50 iterations [63,64]. SVM applications
were performed using the caret [59] library.

Finally, simple models of NN were applied. NN are founded on very powerful
algorithms [65] that imitate the work of the human brain by generating a structure based
on nodes displayed in hierarchical layers. The algorithm includes a backpropagation
system that provides a self-correcting method through the adjustment of weights. Several
parameters can be tuned to minimize the sum of square residuals (SQR) and overfitting.
NN were tuned using hyperparameter grids that include a control system through cross-
validation and the inclusion of 1 up to 20 neurons and a decay between 0.01 and 0.5. The
functions included in the nnet [66] and caret [59] R libraries were used.

Differences in prediction performance among models were compared according to
kappa, sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy values [65]. Kappa statistics indicate
the presence or absence of a perfect match between the model and the documented data
(kappa = 1), being kappa > 0.8 a signal of powerful predictive performance. Sensitivity and
specificity values provide the proportion of true correctly classified examples versus the
proportion of false correctly classified examples. These rates are corrected by the balanced
accuracy through calculating the average.

3. Results

According to the results obtained in the present study, seven-landmark models per-
form better than semilandmark models to differentiate among scores generated by modern
lions, leopards, and spotted and brown hyenas. However, none of the tested models seem
to achieve great discrimination rates.

3.1. The Seven-Landmark Model

PCAs (Figure 2), MANOVAs (Table 2), and ML models (Table 3) conducted on the
seven-landmark configurations used to describe the felid and hyenid score cross-sections
and 35%, 50%, and 65% score length highlight certain differences that are, however, not
very marked and do not greatly affect intra-group morphological variance (Figure S5).
Differences between these specific score sections and the most clearly U-shaped section
along the mid score length, which has been usually selected for previous studies, are
nevertheless more noticeable.

Table 2. MANOVA p-values obtained on the 7-landmark models used to describe the score cross-
sections at different lengths. Statistical significance (p < 0.003) is marked in bold.

7 Fixed Landmark Model

35% 50% 65% U-Section

Shape

B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion
Leopard 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - -

Lion 0.001 0.001 - 0.001 0.055 - 0.001 0.001 - 0.002 0.059 -
S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.027 0.001 0.001 0.013 0.016 0.461

form

Leopard 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.002 - -
Lion 0.005 0.001 - 0.001 0.847 - 0.001 0.121 - 0.188 0.412 -

S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
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Table 3. Accuracy percentages >50% and kappa values (in parentheses) obtained for the different
landmark (lm) and semilandmark (smlm) models generated for the present study, using gradient
boosted machine (GBM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Tree, and Neural Network (NN) algorithms.

Models GBM SVM Tree NN
7 lm at 35%—shape 79% (0.72)
7 lm at 35%—form 65.8% (0.53)
7 lm at 50%—shape 51.3% (0.33)
7 lm at 50%—form 60.5% (0.46) 54.8% (0.39) 56.4% (0.39)
7 lm at 65%—shape 59% (0.45) 56.4% (0.41)
7 lm at 65%—form 66.7% (0.54) 69.2% (0.57) 64.1% (0.49)
7 lm at U section—shape
7 lm at U section—form 56.1% (0.41)
10 smlm at 50%—shape 50% (0.31)
10 smlm at 50%—form 53.9% (0.36) 53.9% (0.36) 56.4% (0.39)
25 smlm at 50%—shape
25 smlm at 50%—form 59% (0.45) 64.1% (0.5)
50 smlm at 50%—shape
50 smlm at 50%—form 64.1% (0.51) 59% (0.42)
13 smlm at U section—shape
13 smlm at U section—form 57.1% (0.41) 52.4% (0.35)
23 smlm at U section—shape 52.4% (0.36)
23 smlm at U section—form 56.1% (0.39) 57.8% (0.42) 52.4% (0.34)
33 smlm at U section—shape
33 smlm at U section—form 53.3% (0.36)
10 EFA at 50%—shape
10 EFA at 50%—form 50% (0.31) 53.9% (0.37)
25 EFA at 50%—shape
25 EFA at 50%—form 51.3% (0.32) 53.9% (0.38)
50 EFA at 50%—shape
50 EFA at 50%—form 51.3% (0.33) 51.3% (0.32) 53.9% (0.36)
13 EFA at 50%—shape 51.3% (0.31)
13 EFA at 50%—form 52.6% (0.35) 59% (0.42) 53.9% (0.36)
23 EFA at 50%—shape 51.3% (0.31)
23 EFA at 50%—form 53.9% (0.36) 59% (0.42) 53.9% (0.36)
33 EFA at 50%—shape 52.6% (0.35)
33 EFA at 50%—form 64.1% (0.5) 59% (0.43) 56.4% (0.39)
13 EFA at U section—shape
13 EFA at U section—form 56.1% (0.39) 50% (0.31)
23 EFA at U section—shape
23 EFA at U section—form 50% (0.32)
33 EFA at U section—shape
33 EFA at U section—form 51.2% (0.33) 53.3% (0.36)

PCA plots in shape space (Figure 2) suggest that leopards and lions are capable of
generating a wider range of score morphologies in comparison to hyenas, considering the
shape variability of the scores left by brown hyenas is the most limited one. On the contrary,
when size is considered alongside shape, spotted hyenas present the largest form variance,
probably directly associated with the large size range of the scores produced by this group
(Figure S6). Spotted hyenas are capable of generating the most wide, superficial, and
regular scores, among the studied carnivore species. Felid scores, on the other hand, tend
to be deeper than hyaenid scores, although lions show a larger variance range depending
on the score portion selected for the analysis.

Numerical results obtained for group mean comparison (Table 2) and classification
purposes (Table 3) suggest that a sample including cross-sectional profiles at 35% of the
total score length seems to be slightly more effective for carnivore group separation than
score portions at 50% and 65% of the total score length, and significantly more efficient
than morphological features captured in the most characteristic U-shaped score cross-
section. However, even if distinguishing between group means based on morphological
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data obtained on the seven-landmark model seems plausible, only few ML algorithms are
able to accurately classify more than 50% of the carnivore sample (Table 3), and only one of
the tested GBM models on the seven-landmark models at 35% score length surpasses the
75% of accuracy.

3.2. The Semilandmark Models
3.2.1. Semilandmarks Models along One Curve

Results on the semilandmark models on a single curve, that is, without specifying the
deepest point, are less conclusive than the results on the seven-landmark model, regardless
of the number of points included in the model—10, 25, and 50—and the data processing
approach—GM or EFA.

Although differences among carnivore groups are less marked, graphical results
(Figures 3–5) show similar trends as those observed in Figure 2, with lions and leopards
displaying a wider shape variance in their tooth scores in opposition to hyenas, especially
brown hyenas. Meanwhile, spotted hyenas and lions present the widest form variance,
with the former group being characterized by its ability to generate quite shallow and
homogeneous score cross-sectional profiles.

MANOVA results (Tables 4 and 5) on the PC scores obtained after dimension reduction
on GPA and EFA data highlight a significant decrease in group differentiation, especially
when considering shape variables. Spotted hyenas usually present the greatest difficulties
in being separated from the rest of the carnivore groups in shape space, while they are the
only distinguishable group in form space.

ML and NN models used to analyze the performance of the semilandmark models for
carnivore score characterization also decrease in accuracy when compared with the seven-
landmark models. Table 2 presents mediocre results in carnivore group differentiation that
only very rarely exceed 60% of accuracy.

Table 4. MANOVA p-values obtained on the 10, 25, and 50 semilandmark (smlm) models used to
describe the cross-sections at 50% of the score length. Statistical significance (p < 0.003) is marked
in bold.

Semilandmark Models on a Single Curve at 50% Cross-Sectional Length

10 smlm 25 smlm 50 smlm

Shape

B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion
Leopard 0.002 - - 0.003 - - 0.002 - -

Lion 0.005 0.024 - 0.002 0.078 - 0.002 0.277 -
S_Hyena 0.047 0.161 0.063 0.023 0.152 0.085 0.009 0.117 0.844

form

Leopard 0.003 - - 0.003 - - 0.011 - -
Lion 0.065 0.440 - 0.041 0.458 - 0.020 0.094 -

S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
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Figure 3. PCA plots in shape and form space on the single-curve semilandmark models at 50% cross-
sectional score length, using 10 points; 25 points; and 50 points. Extreme changes in shape and form 
along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. 

Figure 3. PCA plots in shape and form space on the single-curve semilandmark models at 50%
cross-sectional score length, using 10 points; 25 points; and 50 points. Extreme changes in shape and
form along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids.
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Figure 4. Shape PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the single-curve semilandmark models at 
50% cross-sectional score length, using (a) 10 points; (b) 25 points; and (c) 50 points. Extreme 
changes in shape along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. Optimal 
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Figure 4. Shape PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the single-curve semilandmark models at
50% cross-sectional score length, using (a) 10 points; (b) 25 points; and (c) 50 points. Extreme changes
in shape along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. Optimal harmonics
for each model are (a) 2; (b) 6; and (c) 6.
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Figure 5. Form PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the single-curve semilandmark models at 
50% cross-sectional score length, using (a) 10 points; (b) 25 points; and (c) 50 points. Extreme 
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Figure 5. Form PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the single-curve semilandmark models at
50% cross-sectional score length, using (a) 10 points; (b) 25 points; and (c) 50 points. Extreme changes
in form along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. Optimal harmonics
for each model are (a) 2; (b) 6; and (c) 6.
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Table 5. MANOVA p-values obtained on the 10, 25, and 50 semilandmark (smlm) models used to
describe the cross-sections at 50% of the score length, using an EFA approach. Statistical significance
(p < 0.003) is marked in bold.

Semilandmark Models on a Single Curve at 50% Cross-Sectional Length—EFA

10 smlm 25 smlm 50 smlm

shape

B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion
Leopard 0.001 - - 0.003 - - 0.002 - -

Lion 0.003 0.002 - 0.003 0.010 - 0.007 0.005 -
S_Hyena 0.049 0.048 0.110 0.038 0.063 0.155 0.054 0.110 0.168

form

Leopard 0.010 - - 0.013 - - 0.013 - -
Lion 0.137 0.118 - 0.079 0.072 - 0.070 0.056 -

S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

3.2.2. Semilandmark Models along Two Curves

Semilandmark models along two curves, that is, considering the deepest point of the
score cross-section, resemble the graphical results observed for the seven-landmark model
more than when using a single curve (Figure 6 and Figure S7). Such results suggest that the
incorporation of the deepest score point might be relevant for tooth score characterization.
PCAs also highlight the existence of slight differences in the morphological definition of
carnivore tooth scores with regard to the score portion selected for the study, either at score
mid-length (50% of total mark length) or at the most conspicuous U-shaped score profile.

In comparison to the single curve semilandmark model, the inclusion of three fixed
points, being one of them the deepest point on the score cross-section, helps to slightly
improve group separation, particularly in form space (Table 6). Prediction models are,
however, similarly ineffective to classify felids and hyenids based on the tooth scores they
generate (Table 3).

Table 6. MANOVA p-values obtained on the 13, 23, and 33 semilandmark (smlm) models on two
curves used to describe the most conspicuous U cross-sections of the carnivore scores. Statistical
significance (p < 0.003) is marked in bold.

Semilandmark Models on 2 Curves at U-Section

13 smlm 23 smlm 33 smlm

Shape

B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion
Leopard 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - -

Lion 0.004 0.348 - 0.006 0.458 - 0.014 0.241 -
S_Hyena 0.019 0.083 0.150 0.012 0.079 0.118 0.007 0.059 0.746

form

Leopard 0.005 - - 0.002 - - 0.002 - -
Lion 0.001 0.244 - 0.002 0.263 - 0.082 0.267 -

S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
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Figure 6. PCA plots in shape and form space on the 2-curves semilandmark models at the most
conspicuous U score section, made by 13 points; 23 points; and 33 points. Extreme changes in shape
and form along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids.

Fourier Analyses do not present significant differences when compared to the single
curve semilandmark models or with the analyses performed on the GM data. The char-
acterization of the lion, leopard, and brown and spotted hyena tooth scores observed in
Figures 7 and 8 (also in Figures S8 and S9) follow the same trends of intraspecific variance
observed in Figures 2–6. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note certain differences in group
differentiation depending on the score portion included in the study and the data process-
ing, since the EFA approach on the most conspicuous U-shaped portion of the score profile
(Table 7) generates the best and most consistent results for the separation of brown hyenas
based on shape data from the remaining carnivores included in the present study. In form
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space, apart from the constant clear separation of spotted hyenas, brown hyenas appear to
be more easily distinguishable than felids. These differences are, however, not reflected in
the classification models conducted on ML and NN algorithms (Table 3).
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Figure 7. Shape PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the 2-curves semilandmark models at
the most conspicuous U score section, using (a) 13 points; (b) 23 points; and (c) 33 points. Extreme
changes in shape along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. Optimal
harmonics for each model are (a) 4; (b) 6; and (c) 6.
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Figure 8. Form PCA plots on Elliptic Fourier Analysis on the 2-curves semilandmark models at
the most conspicuous U score section, using (a) 13 points; (b) 23 points; and (c) 33 points. Extreme
changes in form along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated with the aid of transformation grids. Optimal
harmonics for each model are (a) 4; (b) 6; and (c) 6.
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Table 7. MANOVA p-values obtained on the 13, 23, and 33 semilandmark (smlm) models on two
curves used to describe the most conspicuous U cross-sections of the carnivore scores, using an EFA
approach. Statistical significance (p < 0.003) is marked in bold.

Semilandmark Models on 2 Curves at U-Section—EFA

13 smlm 23 smlm 33 smlm

shape

B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion B_Hyena Leopard Lion
Leopard 0.002 - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - -

Lion 0.001 0.094 - 0.002 0.168 - 0.002 0.153 -
S_Hyena 0.001 0.010 0.036 0.003 0.229 0.831 0.001 0.223 0.789

form

Leopard 0.003 - - 0.001 - - 0.003 - -
Lion 0.021 0.481 - 0.012 0.464 - 0.013 0.431 -

S_Hyena 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

4. Discussion

Tooth scores are elongated U-shaped marks that are commonly found on the cortical
surfaces of skeletons modified by carnivores [1,17]. The first attempt to analyse score
morphology using GM techniques was based on a seven-landmark model that provided
promising results in the differentiation of carnivore groups [19]. However, methodological
laxity regarding the selection of the score profile and the subsequent potential lack of
representativeness of such cross-sections required a more detailed study, including the
morphological comparison of score profiles at different score lengths. The conduction of
thorough methodological research, like the one presented here, has not only allowed the
evaluation of intra-specific score morphological variation and cross-sectional representa-
tiveness, but also demonstrated the effectiveness of landmark and semilandmark models
for the differentiation of carnivore families and taxa based on specific cases.

Results show that the selection of the cross-sectional portion does not greatly affect the
morphological characterization of the tooth scores produced by lions, leopards, and spotted
and brown hyenas, as intra-specific variation does not seem to vary significantly (Figure S5).
However, according to the tests performed here, the discrimination between carnivore
groups improves when the sections selected for the present study (e.g., 35/50/65%) are
used, instead of the most conspicuous U-shape section [19] (Table 2). This is particularly
striking in the case of different carnivore families (e.g., hyenids and felids). Thus, a stan-
dardization of the model considering specific profiles along the score length might not only
help replicate the method, but might also improve discrimination among carnivore groups.

However, when comparing the effect of the selection of different standardized cross-
sections, it appears that not all cross-sections are equally valid for carnivore characterization
and group separation. For instance, species discrimination slightly improves when the 35%
profile is selected (Table 2). Since 35% and 65% profiles are the result of score orientation
and are, thus, randomly grouped as such, it can only be hypothesized that the score ends
(e.g., 35% and 65%) may be more suitable for morphological characterization than profiles
at half score length (50%). However, analyses considering 65% profiles highlight that lions
and leopards cannot be statistically differentiated, neither in shape nor in form space, while
brown and spotted hyenas can only be distinguished in form space. These results suggest
that score size is important in order to characterize hyenid species. In fact, spotted hyenas
present the largest form variance, probably directly associated with the large size range
of the scores they produce (Figure S6). In sum, the seven-landmark model first published
by [19] is able to differentiate between hyenid species in form space, but cannot distinguish
between felid species neither in shape nor in form space. Nevertheless, if carnivore species
are grouped by family (e.g., Felidae and Hyenidae), groups can be statistically differentiated
both in shape and form space.
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These results are important for taphonomic studies, since different carnivores may
modify and accumulate bones in archaeopaleontological contexts. Additionally, distin-
guishing the action of felids and hyenids in archaeological sites is also particularly relevant
in order to clarify the anthropogenic access order to animal carcasses in those sites where
both human and carnivore action has been recognized. It has been hypothesized that felid
species may provide ungulate carcasses for human scavenging [8,17]. In contrast, hyenid
species usually consume their prey entirely [67,68]. Thus, if the main carnivore activity at
a specific site can be classified as felid-made, there is a possibility that humans may have
secondarily intervened, scavenging the skeletal parts previously consumed by felids. On
the contrary, if carnivore tooth marks are mainly classified as hyenid-made, this means that
the bone assemblage may have been first modified by humans and subsequently scavenged
by hyenas.

Furthermore, the methodology tested here is able to differentiate between brown and
spotted hyenas based on the form of the scores they generate. This is particularly important
because both hyenid species are able to produce bone accumulations. It has been proposed
that numerous paleontological sites worked as hyena dens both in Africa and Europe
during the Pleistocene. Previous research has explored several taphonomic variables in
order to distinguish bone assemblages accumulated by different hyenid species, although
not without problems, since hyenids may produce similar taphonomic modifications that
impede the discrimination among taxa [69,70]. The application of the seven-landmark
method can shed light on these equifinality problems and help discern the action of specific
hyenid species at paleontological sites. The generalization of this hypothesis, however,
requires additional analyses. Striped hyenas, which were not included in the present study,
can also produce bone accumulations. Thus, in order to prove useful to the discrimination
among all living and skilled bone-accumulator hyenid taxa, the seven-landmark model
needs to be tested on spotted, brown, and stripped hyenas.

In addition to the fine-tuning of the already published seven-landmark method [19],
in the present study, we have assessed novel models based on semilandmarks for the
characterization and analysis of tooth scores. First, we have explored if the inclusion of a
higher number of points provides a better registration of score morphology and, thus, an
improvement in carnivore differentiation.

Models including 10, 25, and 50 semilandmarks on a single curve, that is, without
specifying the deepest point of the score profile, were evaluated showing similar general
morphological trends to the seven-landmark method, but a lower differentiation power
between groups (Tables 2, 4 and 5). Conversely to the seven-landmark method, these novel
models are not able to distinguish between felids and hyenids, regardless of the method-
ological approach, namely using GM and EFA approaches. In fact, only hyenid species
can be statistically differentiated when shape and size features are considered together,
confirming that brown and spotted hyenas are morphologically easier to discriminate than
lions and leopards, probably due to the differences in size observed between the former
species (Figure S6).

The second group of models based on semilandmarks (13, 23, and 33) was molded
using two curves that end at the score profile lateral ends and the deepest point of the
score cross-section. Results show that the differentiation power improves when using
the two-curve models in comparison to the one-curve models, which suggests that the
deepest point may be morphologically relevant to describe score morphology. Nevertheless,
carnivore distinction is still less clear than using the original seven-landmark model, since
the two-curve models are not able to consistently separate felids from hyenids based
on the tooth scores they generate, and can only statistically distinguish between brown
and spotted hyenas in form space, like the rest of the models tested in the present study
(Table 6). Additionally, the EFA approach is also capable of separating the brown hyena
sample from the rest of the carnivore groups included in the study when considering only
shape variables (Table 7). However, this is likely due to the number of variables used in the
analysis, which would result in an increase of the effects of the curse of dimensionality.
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In general, the results obtained here highlight that the use of high numbers of land-
marks to describe tooth score cross-sections does not necessarily improve morphological
characterization and carnivore differentiation. Thus, the use of semilandmark models is not
recommended for the study of archaeopaleontological sites where both felid and hyenid
may have acted as taphonomic agents. Anyway, in case of using 2D semilandmark curves
to avoid landmarking biases, researchers might want to make sure that the deepest point of
the score cross-section is included in the analysis, as its location seems to be relevant for
morphological characterization.

Among the carnivores included in the study, hyenids seem to be easier to differentiate
based on the tooth score morphology they generate, probably with reference to the effect
that size has on the spotted hyena score morphology. Spotted hyenas form, indeed, the
most differentiated group (see balanced accuracy in Table S2), whereas leopards usually
present the lowest accuracy rates among the four groups. Thus, while the 3D GMM analysis
of carnivore pits has provided useful tools for the separation of carnivores, including the
distinction of leopards and lions [26], as well as wider range of carnivore taxa [20–23], the
GMM analysis of score morphology might be relevant for the distinction of not only hyenid
species, but also different carnivore families in those scenarios, where the tooth pit sample
is not large enough to perform statistical analyses due to preservation problems.

Despite the positive results obtained regarding the separation among hyenid species,
further analyses are required to prove the validity of the method in a more generalized
context that includes a wider range of carnivore taxa. Therefore, works in this line including
2D and 3D landmark data will be conducted in the following years.

5. Conclusions

Different landmark-based models have been tested to explore the discrimination
power of tooth score morphology inflicted by felid and hyenid species, while considering
the effect that the score portion might have on group characterization. Although some
differences have been observed depending on where cross-sectional profiles are taken, no
significant intra-specific differences have been observed, which allows the replication of
the methodology. Among the landmark models assessed in the present study, the seven-
landmark method achieved the most consistent results, since it is capable of differentiating
between hyenids and felids when the profile cross-sections are standardized, both in shape
and form space. In contrast, scores produced by hyenids and felids are not consistently
distinguished through any semilandmark method, either when they are slid on one or two
curves, and regardless of the number of semilandmarks used. Only hyenid species can be
consistently discriminated in form space when models include low number of points and
consider the deepest point of the score cross-section. That is why, out of the semilandmark
models tested here, the use of the 13-semilandmark model that includes two curves is the
most recommended one. Further research is needed to assess the methodology using a
wider range of carnivore families (e.g., canids), as well as to explore the possibilities that
3D methods might provide regarding the registration and analysis of tooth scores.
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